
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Who is responsible for shopping for household care products within a
household.

•• Which types of store and channels consumers are using to purchase
household care products.

•• The proportion of products that are bought alongside groceries, and the
proportion that are bought separately.

•• How consumers would prefer brands to respond to rising costs.
•• Changes in consumers’ shopping behaviour amid the cost of living crisis.
•• Attitudes towards shopping for household care products, including the

balance between price and quality.

Supermarkets are the primary physical retail format for household care product
shopping, with 66% of UK consumers buying household care products at
traditional supermarkets. However, the current financial situation is influencing
where people shop. In contrast to 72% of UK consumers who consider their
financial situation healthy buying household care products from supermarkets
in-store, 60% of those who are financially struggling do so. On the reverse,
consumers in a difficult financial situation have greater inclination to shop at
discount supermarkets and other discount retailers than those feeling better off.

The cost of living crisis has impacted consumers’ shopping behaviour for
essential commodities like household care products. Trading downwards to
own-label, and switching retailers are decisions that shoppers are willing to
make to find the best deals. Consumers who are concerned about their
finances are also more likely to purchase some household care products
outside of their regular grocery shop, thus making more specific trips to
different retailers to find products to suit their budget.

The response brands and retailers can take to rising costs are fraught with
difficulties. Reducing costs by cutting down product development budgets or
cutting adspend may be what consumers would prefer, but this will still
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“At the current time, for many
people shopping for
household care products is
primarily driven by the search
for low prices. Own-label has
an opportunity for growth by
appealing to those shoppers
who are currently taking a
defensive mindset, but that
still have money in their
pocket to spend on products
that provide value in other
ways.”
– Arpita Sharma, Household
Care Analyst
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ultimately have a negative effect on them. Longer-term consumer engagement
will be greatly enhanced by continuous product improvements and ongoing
communication. Brands will have to find the right balance between investment,
costs, and selling price, and maintain transparent consumer communication
about the this.

The current economic difficulty is creating more exposure to low-price brands,
own-label products, and discount retailers, offering them the chance to build
consumer engagement over the longer term by focusing on consumer retention.
Now is a great chance for those brands to prove their efficacy, and then build
upon it through catering to consumer demands for value and innovation.
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• Increased cost of living drives shifts in shopping pattern for
household care products

• Design online retail to differentiate from physical formats

• Inflation will continue to eat into consumer spending power
over the course of 2023

• High inflation and rising interest rates will compound the
impact of the slowing recovery

• Consumer spending power will be curbed
• Consumers’ financial wellbeing has fallen from the highs of

2021…
Figure 9: Household financial wellbeing index, 2016-23

• …and most people are feeling the effects of price rises
• Demographics drive how people shop

Figure 10: Trends in the age structure of the UK population,
2016-26

• Expect significant shift towards own label products
Figure 11: Share of household care product launches from
brand and own label products, 2018-22
Figure 12: Private label launches with new packaging carrying
Ethical - Sustainable (Habitat/Resources) claim, UK, 2021-23

• Focus on price offers discounters incentive to expand
• Convenience is still a critical driver of retail innovation

Figure 13: Asda rolls out Asda Express, 2023

• Women are primary decision makers for shopping
homecare products
Figure 14: Responsibility for shopping household care
products, by gender and age, 2023

• Homecare brands are well placed to start gender equality
conversations
Figure 15: Any responsibility for shopping household care
products, by gender and age, 2023
Figure 16: Household care brands have started being more
inclusive than before

• Supermarkets remain the preferred shopping channel for
household care products
Figure 17: Purchase channel for shopping household care
products, 2023

ISSUES AND INSIGHTS

MARKET DRIVERS

RESPONSIBILITY FOR BUYING HOUSEHOLD CARE PRODUCTS

CHANNELS FOR PURCHASE OF HOUSEHOLD CARE PRODUCTS
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• Financial situations drive discounter sales
Figure 18: Channels used to purchase household care
products in-store, by financial situation, 2023

• Increased technology savviness can attract consumers
towards online channel
Figure 19: Purchase channel for shopping household care
products, by age, 2023

• Shopping for homecare alongside groceries is the norm
Figure 20: Shopping behaviours for household care products,
2023

• Tighter financial situations create willingness to make
separate trips
Figure 21: Shopping behaviours for household care products,
By Financial situation, 2023

• Younger generations are more open to experimental
channels
Figure 22: Shopping behaviours for household care products,
by age, 2023

• There’s no ideal response to rising costs
Figure 23: Preferred response by brands to rising costs, 2023

• Focus on targeted advertising to avoid unnecessary costs
Figure 24: Retailers and brands use social media to add thrill
to household care shopping, 2023

• Cutting back on product ranges is only a short-term option
• Product packaging has to be up to standard

Figure 25: Household care products with use of recycled
packaging and refillable claims, 2020-23

• Retail competition is set to heighten as people seek best
value
Figure 26: Changes in purchase behaviour of household care
products, 2023

• Financial situation is driving the switch to different retailers
Figure 27: Changes in purchase behaviour of household care
products, 2023

• Refill stations are an own-label opportunity
Figure 28: M&S and Lidl introduce refill stations for household
care products homecare, 2022

WHEN PEOPLE SHOP FOR HOUSEHOLD CARE PRODUCTS

PREFERRED BRAND RESPONSE TO RISING COSTS

CHANGE IN HOUSEHOLD CARE PURCHASING BEHAVIOURS
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• Build trust through transparent economic communication
Figure 29: Attitudes towards shopping for household care
products, 2023

• Brand communication is working to create exposure
Figure 30: Zoflora’s TV advert and social media engagement,
2023

• Divided opinion on the balance of quality and price
Figure 31: Attitudes towards shopping for household care
products, 2023

• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology

ATTITUDES TOWARDS SHOPPING FOR HOUSEHOLD CARE
PRODUCTS

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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